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ABSTRACT
The scope of speech enhancement has changed from a monolithic
view of single, independent tasks, to a joint processing of com-
plex conversational speech recordings. Training and evaluation of
these single tasks requires synthetic data with access to intermedi-
ate signals that is as close as possible to the evaluation scenario. As
such data often is not available, many works instead use specialized
databases for the training of each system component, e.g WSJ0-mix
for source separation. We present a Multi-purpose Multi-Speaker
Mixture Signal Generator (MMS-MSG) for generating a variety of
speech mixture signals based on any speech corpus, ranging from
classical anechoic mixtures (e.g., WSJ0-mix) over reverberant mix-
tures (e.g., SMS-WSJ) to meeting-style data. Its highly modular and
flexible structure allows for the simulation of diverse environments
and dynamic mixing, while simultaneously enabling an easy exten-
sion and modification to generate new scenarios and mixture types.
These meetings can be used for prototyping, evaluation, or training
purposes. We provide example evaluation data and baseline results
for meetings based on the WSJ corpus. Further, we demonstrate the
usefulness for realistic scenarios by using MMS-MSG to provide
training data for the LibriCSS database.

Index Terms — database, source separation, meeting data, au-
tomatic speech recognition, reverberation

1. INTRODUCTION

Multi-talker conversational speech recognition is concerned with the
transcription of audio recordings of formal meetings or informal get-
togethers in machine-readable form using distant microphones. The
exhaustive task is to obtain a transcription for each present speaker.
Often, there is the need or desire to enrich the output with a diariza-
tion component that delivers information about who spoke when.

To solve the transcription task, several speech processing com-
ponents have to be employed: i) speech enhancement to reduce the
impact of reverberation, environmental noise or remaining residuals
from an interference on the transcription performance of the system,
ii) a source separation module that decomposes overlapped speech
into the signals of the individual speakers. This latter module is nec-
essary, because it has been observed that in a significant amount of
time, in the order of 5 – 20 %, more than one participant is speaking.
Furthermore, there often is iii) a diarization component and iv) an
ASR back-end. Traditionally, all these tasks have been considered
separately, and only in recent years there is a trend to solve them
jointly, either by employing monolithic neural network architectures
[1, 2] or by relying on separate processing components that are opti-
mized separately, but nevertheless used jointly [3, 4].

As those speech processing components mainly are deep learn-
ing systems, important prerequisites of system development are ap-
propriate training and evaluation databases. For each of the above
components there exist such databases, often designed in the con-
text of community challenges, such as i) REVERB [5], DNS [6],

CHiME-3/4: ii) WSJ0-2/3mix [7], LibriMix [8], SMS-WSJ [9]; iii)
DiHARD [10], VoxCeleb [11], VoxConverse [12], CallHome, and
iv) LibriSpeech [13] and many other.

There also exist databases of real recordings of meeting data,
such as AMI [14] and CHiME-5/6 [15]. Furthermore, the Lib-
riCSS [4] database contains re-recordings of loudspeaker playback
of LibriSpeech sentences mixed to reflect a typical meeting scenario.
While being an excellent testbed for system evaluation, real meeting
recordings are often unsuitable for system development and training.
That is because the training of several system components requires
clean target signals for supervised learning. Also, clean references
signals are instrumental to be able to assess the performance of in-
dividual system components, e.g., the source separation component,
and thus pinpoint performance bottlenecks in the overall processing
chain. Looking at the final Word Error Rate may not reveal such
important diagnostic information.

This contribution is meant to fill this gap: we introduce Multi-
Purpose Multi-Speaker Mixture Signal Generator (MMS-MSG), an
open-source software for the generation of databases for the train-
ing and prototyping of meeting recognition systems. While [16] re-
cently proposed a way to simulate meeting data for diarization sys-
tems in particular, this software is designed to provide a highly mod-
ular framework that supports the creation of all commonly needed
mixture scenarios. It gives the system developer full flexibility to
develop and test meeting recognition systems under various condi-
tions. Key properties are:

• arbitrary input databases from where to draw the speech samples
(e.g., WSJ, LibriSpeech),

• generation of single- or multi-channel signals,
• generation of anechoic or reverberant signals,
• generation of meeting-like speech with a user-defined number of

speakers, percentage of speech from individual speakers, and de-
gree of overlapping speech,

• native support of dynamic mixing, on-the-fly data generation and
quick prototyping,

• access to ground truth (e.g., transcription, speaker-id, clean source
signals) and intermediate signals (e.g., reverberated source sig-
nals), and

• generation of mixtures for common databases to extend the train-
ing data with dynamic mixing.

We note, though, that, as long as the source signals are taken from
non-meeting databases such as WSJ, the generated data can not
mimic meetings in the (language-model) sense that there is no real
discussion. However, since the acoustic properties, not the content
are crucial for most systems, MMS-MSG serves to create meeting
scenarios nevertheless.

In this paper we describe the design rationale and methodology,
the key properties of the database, and offer results of a baseline
system. Source code to compile the database or to generate data on
the fly is released under https://github.com/fgnt/mms msg.

https://github.com/fgnt/mms_msg
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Fig. 1: Illustration of the speech mixture scenarios commonly used
for source separation systems.

2. CHARACTERISTICS OF MEETING-STYLE DATA

In this work, the term meeting is to be understood in a broad sense,
ranging from professional meetings to informal get-togethers among
friends. Speech recorded in meeting scenarios has unique properties,
which are quite different to characteristics of other applications:
• Challenging recording conditions: The speech signal is captured

in an enclosure by microphones from a distance and is therefore
reverberated and often contains acoustic environmental noise.

• Partly overlapped speech: it has been observed that the time seg-
ments where more than one person is speaking, is on the order
of 5% to 10% [14], while in informal get-togethers it can even
exceed 20% [15]. Thus, speech separation is a relevant problem.
However, the data is different to what is typically studied in source
separation, where speakers are fully overlapping.

• The interaction dynamics of the scenario: There is a limited num-
ber of speakers, and speakers are not active continuously. Speak-
ers articulate themselves in an intermittent manner with alternat-
ing segments of speech inactivity, single-, and multi-talker speech.
Depending on the type of meeting, one or a few speakers may have
a significantly larger share of speaking time compared to others.

• Changing speaker positions: Over the course of a meeting, the
speakers may move or at least turn their heads, leading to a chang-
ing acoustic transfer function over time.

In the next Section we discuss how we addressed these specifics
in the design of the mixture signal generator such that both the typi-
cal source separation scenarios depicted in Fig. 1 as well as meeting
scenarios can be simulated.

3. DATA SIMULATION

3.1. Signal Model
Each mixture signal y(t) that is generated by MMS-MSG is mod-
elled as a sum of N utterance signals sn(t), uttered by K different
speakers, with different start time points τn, each scaled by a factor
αn and reverberated with a finite room impulse response hn(t) to
model the spatial properties of a scenario:

y(t) =

N∑
n=1

αnsn(t− τn) ∗ hn(t) + ν(t). (1)

We make the assumption that the scaling factors and room impulse
responses are constant within an utterance, but may change between
utterances, e.g., due to speaker movement. The utterance signals
sn(t) are zero padded, i.e., any samples that lie outside actual speech
activity are 0. All distortions to the mixture signal are modelled by
an additive noise term ν(t) which can consist of different kinds of
noise, e.g., white microphone noise or more complex environmental
distortions. Anechoic mixtures can be simulated by omitting the
convolution with the Room Impulse Response (RIR) hn(t).

3.2. Simulation Process
The simulation of speech mixtures that correspond to Eq. (1) can
be split into three steps: (i) source data selection (selecting source
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Fig. 2: Activity graph for a meeting segment of the CHIME5 corpus.

signals to sample from), (ii) speaking pattern sampling (sampling
sources sn and their offsets τn), and (iii) environment simulation
(determining α, hn, ν and possibly additional factors not yet con-
sidered in Eq. (1)). With our mixture signal generator, we provide
several building blocks for each of these steps that can be combined
flexibly to simulate data of varying scenarios.

The fist step, source data selection, is to select the source
databases that provide clean speech signals sn for mixture creation.
We only require the source databases to contain recordings of clean
speech and the speaker identities. All other information, e.g. tran-
scriptions, are passed through unmodified if needed for training
purposes later on. For each mixture, the number of active speakers
K and one utterance per active speaker are sampled.

Next, the speaking pattern is sampled. This sampling differs
heavily for classical source separation databases and meetings (see
Fig. 1 and Fig. 2). In case of classical speech mixtures, only an offset
is sampled for each utterance sampled in the source data selection.
MMS-MSG provides sampling functions for the three scenarios de-
picted in Fig. 1. For meeting data, additional utterances per speaker
need to be sampled, so that this stage encompasses additional steps
described in Section 3.3.

Finally, all signal modifications are added to the mixture in the
environment simulation. This stage comprises all postprocessing
steps that are necessary to simulate an environment, including source
scaling (αn), reverberation (hn), additional noise sources (ν), or
even additional influences such as sampling rate offsets [18]. Due
to the modular design, the postprocessing steps can be customized
and new steps can be added as required.

The simulation process further is divided into a deterministic
(random, but fixed through a seed) parameter sampling and the ac-
tual mixture creation, so that the parameters can be sampled without
loading any actual audio data. This enables memory efficient stor-
age, quick prototyping and on-the-fly data generation while ensuring
reproducibility. Moreover, the steps in the simulation process, e.g.,
sampling the utterances, the offsets or the RIRs, are independent,
so that each step can be modified while keeping all others constant.
MMS-MSG offers native support of dynamic mixing [19] by varying
the seed of the parameter sampling.

3.3. Meeting data simulation

To accurately portray the meeting characteristics addressed in Sec-
tion 2 in the simulated meetings while maintaining a high degree of
flexibility, two sampling components can be specified for the meet-
ing data generation: speaker-turn sampling and overlap sampling.
We opted for generating a meeting sequentially, i.e., selecting utter-
ances one after another until the specified meeting length is reached.

3.3.1. Speaker-turn sampling
The speaker-turn sampling determines the speaking order in a meet-
ing (i.e., which speaker’s turn it is next). In its most basic form, the
next active speaker can be chosen at random or in a round robin fash-
ion. However, these basic approaches do not give control over the
distribution of the activity per speaker.
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Fig. 3: Probability density of the overlap per WSJ meeting for the
“medium overlap” scenario for a calculation based on the utterance
or VAD boundaries.

We propose an activity-based speaker turn sampling. Here, the
probability pn(k) that speaker k is active for the next utterance n is
the normalized inverse activity of this speaker:

pn(k) =

1
π̂kn∑K

k=1
1

π̂kn

. (2)

The activity π̂kn is the share of activity of speaker k up to this point
in the meeting. As each speaker is weighted by its inverse activity,
speakers are less likely to be active if they already have a high ac-
tivity in the meeting, resulting in a roughly equal activity of each
speaker over the course of the meeting. By replacing the current ac-
tivity π̂k with the difference to the desired activity πk and clipping at
0, any other activity distribution, such as highly asymmetrical con-
versations (e.g., a lecture scenario), also can be simulated. On a
side note, this speaker-turn sampling encourages the occurrence of
monologues if a single speaker is underrepresented activity-wise. As
it is not unlikely for a speaker to be active for multiple consecutive
utterances in real meetings, this side effect further helps to increase
the realism of the simulated meetings.

After the speaker is selected, an utterance has to be chosen for
that speaker. This is done by first grouping the utterances from the
source database by the speaker and optionally by a scenario, e.g., to
keep the acoustic conditions for a speaker similar within a meeting.
Then, one group is selected for each speaker in the meeting and utter-
ances are sampled randomly, making sure that all utterances appear
once before re-using an utterance.

3.3.2. Overlap Sampling
After deciding on the speaker and selecting an utterance sn, an offset
τn is sampled for this utterance. It is first randomly selected whether
silence or overlap occurs. In case of silence, the duration is sampled
and the next speaker-turn sampling proceeds. In case of overlap,
first the maximally allowed overlap is determined before randomly
sampling an overlap length. This maximally allowed overlap is de-
termined by the given maximum while ensuring the specified num-
ber of concurrent speakers (i.e. the number of simultaneously active
speakers) is not exceeded. Both the silence and overlap ranges are
denoted as the absolute duration (in seconds or samples) between
two consecutive utterances, not as the desired total overlap per meet-
ing. This is due to the fact that the single-speaker utterances from
most source datasets typically begin and end with some silence, so
that the desired overlap cannot be accurately sampled based on the
recording lengths. Figure 3 illustrates this problem by plotting the
distribution of overlap for a meeting determined with the record-
ing lengths compared to the actual overlap computed with a Voice
Activity Detection (VAD). The real overlap is significantly smaller.
However, this problem can be compensated for by setting the overlap
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Fig. 4: Speaker activity for one example meeting with the “medium
overlap” configuration.

Table 1: Meeting conditions for the WSJ Meeting test scenarios.
ov and sil are the parameters for overlap sampling. ovrel and silrel
denote the measured overlap or silence based on VAD boundaries.

Parameters Measured

Scenario ov [s] sil [s] ovrel [%] silrel [%]

no ov 0-0 0-2 0.00 32.8 ± 23.0
medium ov 0-8 0-2 15.8 ± 4.3 18.7 ± 3.3
high ov 2-8 0-1 25.9 ± 4.3 14.7 ± 3.3

lengths in absolute values and introducing a minimal overlap. Here,
a source data specific minimal overlap can be set to account for the
silence regions at the borders of each utterance.

4. EXPERIMENTS

For evaluation purposes, we provide a test meeting dataset based on
WSJ [20] at a sample rate of 8 kHz. We provide three different over-
lap configurations which are inspired by the scenarios of LibriCSS,
one for no overlap, medium overlap, and high overlap, each. The
parameters used for sampling and the resulting amount of overlap
and silence are depicted in Table 1. Additionally, in the high overlap
scenario, the probability of silence is decreased from 10 % to 1 % to
ensure a higher amount of overlap. An example activity for the nor-
mal overlap scenario is plotted in Fig. 4. Compared to the Chime-5
database, the source utterances in WSJ are much longer so that fewer
speaker turns are present in the same time length. In each scenario,
16 meetings of roughly 2 minutes are sampled for 5-8 speakers, each,
resulting in 64 meetings (i.e. 2 h of audio) per scenario. All three
scenarios use the same configuration except for the overlap sampling
so that the scenarios only differ in the amount of overlap and number
of utterances, but not in utterance order or environment simulation.
In this way, it is possible to accurately determine the impact an in-
creasing overlap has on the speech recognition performance. For the
reverberation, room impulses simulated with the image method pro-
posed in [21] were used. The room configurations of the simulated
rooms and parameters for source scaling and noise were taken from
[9], albeit with 8 instead of 4 speaker positions per room.

4.1. Baseline Recipe

The baseline model is a single-channel source separation network
which uses the Continuous Speech Separation (CSS) pipeline [4].
The pipeline segments the recording into overlapping chunks of 4 s,
processes each chunk separately with the source separator and then
stitches them back together to obtain two output streams for the
recording. For speech recognition, the separated audio streams are
partitioned into single utterances by a VAD module before they are
passed to an Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) system.

The source separation network is a simple PIT-BLSTM [22]
consisting of 3 Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory (BLSTM)
layers with 600 bidirectional units followed by 2 fully connected
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Table 2: Results for the anechoic WSJ meeting dataset for different
training data configurations.

Training Data SDR ORC WER
[dB] no ov normal ov high ov

No separation 11.51 7.37 33.25 43.84
Full overlap 18.66 8.16 16.56 21.10
Full overlap (chunk) 18.80 7.56 15.67 20.13
Meetings (normal ov) 19.93 7.05 15.49 19.89
Meetings (high ov) 19.57 6.80 15.19 20.46

layers. As training loss, the Source-Aggregated Signal-to-Distortion
Ratio (SA-SDR) [23] with a threshold of 25 dB is used. For stitch-
ing, the MSE-based approach of [4] is used with a history context,
content window and future context of 1.2 s, 2.4 s and 0.4 s, respec-
tively. For ASR, the model from [9] is used. It consists of a Fac-
torized Time-Delayed Neural Network (TDNN-F) that is trained on
reverberated WSJ utterances.

For evaluation, we compute the utterance-level Signal-to-
Distortion Ratio (SDR) [24] averaged over all scenarios and the
Optimal Reference Combination Word Error Rate (ORC-WER) [1]
for each scenario. The utterance-level SDR measures the signal-level
source separation quality. In the context of meeting-data, this metric
also indicates how many distortions are introduced to single-speaker
regions. The ORC-WER is a diarization-agnostic way to measure
the Word Error Rate (WER) of the system. It is the minimum
WER among the possible combinations of reference transcriptions
matched with the estimated output stream transcriptions.

4.2. Results

Table 2 and Table 3 show the WER for our baseline model and the
averaged SDR over all scenarios for anechoic and reverberant test
data, respectively. The model either is trained on full two-speaker
mixtures of the SMS-WSJ scenario, chunks of these mixtures or
chunks of a simulated meeting. The chunk size was set to 4 s to
match the stitching parameters. Here, it becomes apparent that, espe-
cially for reverberant data, the model trained on full overlap mixtures
introduces many distortions in single-speaker regions, resulting in a
high WER for the scenario without overlap. Using mixture segments
for training helps to prevent these distortions, as single-speaker sig-
nals also are processed during training of these models. While the
model trained on meeting segments, i.e. in a matched condition,
shows a higher SDR for all scenarios, the WER only improves for
test conditions of lower overlap. This indicates that during training,
the overlap must be chosen higher for the model to perform a good
separation. Also, a training in reverberant conditions profits more
from a high overlap than one for anechoic data.

While the differences are not large, they show that the usage of
the training scenario impacts the environments the model can be de-
ployed for. This again highlights one main benefit of MMS-MSG.
Using the mixture generator, multiple scenarios can be simulated
that only differ in a single simulation component. Therefore, it is
easy to directly investigate the impact of environmental influences
(e.g. reverberation) or varying degrees of overlap. Also, the possi-
bility of providing conversational training data allows the usage of
training losses like Graph-Pit [25] that require access to this data.

4.3. Evaluation on LibriCSS

To further demonstrate the ability of MMS-MSG to be used for the
system design, in particular for realistic scenarios, we evaluate our
baseline model on the LibriCSS database. Compared to the training

Table 3: Results for the reverberant WSJ meeting dataset for differ-
ent training data configurations.

Training Data SDR ORC WER
[dB] no ov normal ov high ov

No separation 6.88 9.77 36.30 46.79
Full overlap 12.96 18.27 24.67 28.78
Full overlap (chunk) 13.21 10.45 23.23 30.01
Meeting (normal ov) 13.42 9.80 23.31 30.41
Meetings (high ov) 13.55 9.33 22.57 30.22

Table 4: Result of our baseline system on the LibriCSS datasets
0S-OV40 for simulated LibriSpeech meetings as training data

Model WER
0S 0L OV10 OV20 OV30 OV40 avg.

[4] 17.6 16.3 20.9 26.1 32.6 36.1 24.9
Ours 11.9 19.5 13.2 18.5 23.9 27.0 19.0

data from Section 4.1, only the source dataset is changed from WSJ
to LibriSpeech and the room impulse responses are generated for a
sampling rate of 16 kHz. Again, the PIT-BLSTM separator is trained
on the simulated meetings and evaluate with the CSS pipeline. As
the ASR system, the pretrained the ESPnet [26] system from [27] is
used as it is easily applicable and more robust to artefacts than the
LibriCSS baseline model, while providing a similar performance on
single-speaker regions. Table 4 shows the results for our baseline
system that was trained with the MMS-MSG training data simula-
tion. The results outperform those obtained with the model used in
[4]. While the results can not be directly compared, they neverthe-
less show that the meetings simulated by MMS-MSG are at least
equally suited for training as the LibriSpeech mixtures from [4].

5. CONCLUSIONS

We provide an open-source simulation tool for a multitude of sce-
narios. The data is simulated on-demand and provides access to all
intermediate signals, so that all single system components can be
evaluated. While our experiments focus on source separation, our
framework also can be used for the training or evaluation of diariza-
tion or speech enhancement components. Thus, our framework al-
lows the finetuning and evaluation of every single component of a
transcription system on simulated meetings before switching over to
real recordings like CHIME-5/6, enabling a more fine-grained analy-
sis of system components. While we also provide a meeting-scenario
test set based on WSJ data, the focal point of MMS-MSG lies in its
versatility. Using a highly modular structure, it is the successor of
SMS-WSJ and aims to provide a uniform framework for meeting
data generation of all necessary scenarios. Therefore, the exemplary
investigation on the impact of the overlap on the speech recogni-
tion quality can be easily transferred to any other source database,
e.g. LibriSpeech. Furthermore, the design of new test sets, e.g.
with asymmetric activity distributions, is possible and just as easy.
In the future, we will integrate more components like HMM-based
speaking-order sampling as in [16] to allow for an even higher ver-
satility and realism.
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